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Following the acquisition by The
Delivery Group, Mark Plant has
been appointed Managing Director
of ONEPOST.

During his career Mark has gained
extensive experience within both
the Royal Mail Group and with a
national logistics provider – making
him perfectly placed to drive
ONEPOST forward as part of The
Delivery Group.

Eric Austin is an independent
direct marketing consultant, who
until recently chaired the DMA
Financial Services Council (for over
8 years). Eric is a fellow of the
Institute of Direct & Digital
Marketing (IDM)..

Experienced agency-side account
director Paul Fulton now works as
an independent copywriter and
creative consultant.



For Direct Mail: Keep it
relevant, keep it personal

A MAJOR ADVANTAGE OF DIRECT MAIL IS THE ABILITY TO PERSONALISE

YOUR MESSAGE – BUT CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN TO MAKE THIS

RELEVANT AND MEANINGFUL

The power of personalised directmail should
never be overlooked.

But personalisation isn’t simply about adding a
nameor address to a letter. Yourmarketing
campaigns should include other information
specific to the consumer.

According to research frommarketing agency
Pure360, basic personalisation, such as first
name, fails to engage consumers in any real
way, with only 8%of survey respondents saying
that theywould be encouraged to engagewith
a retail brand if they addressed themby their
first name.

There aremany additional elements of amail
pack that can be personalised, including these
examples:

• Pricing offers: based on affordability of
recipient

• Product recommendations: based on
recipient’s previous purchases

• Imagery: include product images thatmost
appeal to recipient, based ondemographic
information or purchase history

• Vouchers: personalised voucherswith
recipient’s details on and targeted basedon
purchase history.

And, of course, in the era of GDPR, data is even
more important.

Targeted customers are coming round to the
idea that to receive these personalised
communications, corporations need their data.

Well thought out personalisation strategies can
also help you to:

Build Trust
Speaking directly to your customers builds trust
and you aremore likely to gain customer loyalty
if you address thembynameand take time to
research their needs.

Increase Response Rates
Mail personally directedat the recipient increases
engagement. If youhaveanewproduct to
launchorneed to reiterate your services (perhaps
asacross sell opportunity) thendirectmail is a
great route to take.

It pays to treat your customers and potential
customers uniquely – in thatway you increase
engagement, loyalty andROI.

INDUSTRY RESEARCH
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Multichannel approach is
the key to successful
marketing
FUTURE SUCCESS WILL RELY ON DIRECT MARKETING AND SOCIAL

MEDIA SKILLS – CLAIM BUSINESSES IN NEW SKILLS CENSUS

New research from the Data & Marketing
Association (DMA) reveals that, according to
marketers, a multichannel approach to
marketing remains pivotal to future business
success – and direct marketing and digital
skills will become increasingly important.

The DMA’s ‘Business Skills Census 2019’
report, asked marketers to identify the skills
and challenges that are important to
businesses today, as well as those that will be
in the future.

33 skills were investigated in the study – here
are some of the key findings:

• The top ten responses were all chosen by
at least nine out of ten respondents, with
93% saying Copywriting and Optimising
Campaigns were crucial together with
90% selecting Project Management

• Three were deemed less important to
current success: Social Media (46%),
Event Planning (45%) and Direct
Marketing (40%)

• However, when asked what skills will be
important to future success, both Direct
Marketing and Social Media saw the most

significant increases noted in the survey –
rising to 86% and 88% respectively –
thereby highlighting their importance in
the future.

In terms of the future, 95% of respondents
selected ‘analysing customer data/insight’ as
being important to future business success
while 94% selected ‘producing content or
creative work’.

Commenting on the report and important
role of Direct Mail, DMA Head of Insight Tim
Bond said:

“… it remains clear from the research that we
conduct at the DMA, and also from
organisations like JICMail, that print will
continue to play a prominent role in the
future.

“The tactility and sensory marketing
opportunities that print media can offer is
simply not possible through digital-first
channels and that doesn’t look set to change
in the immediate future.”

INDUSTRY RESEARCH
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NEWS

Royal Mail exceeds Quality
of Service targets for Q1

POSTAL OPERATOR ACHIEVES ITS GOALS FOR THE APRIL TO JUNE

PERIOD FOR BOTH FIRST AND SECOND CLASS MAIL – WITH

DOWNSTREAM ACCESS AT 96%

Royal Mail recently published their latest
‘Quarterly Quality of Service and Complaints
Report’ for the first quarter of the financial
year 2019/20.

The Quarter 1 reporting period for all
measures was 1 April to 30 June 2019 (13
weeks) and the overall results were
encouraging with the mail operator
exceeding its regulatory Quality of Service
targets for First and Second Class mail.

• 93.2% of First Class mail was delivered
next day – against a target of 93.0%

• 98.9% of Second Class mail was delivered
within three working days and thereby
also exceeding the target of 98.5%

For the same period, Downstream Access
products were recorded at 96.0%. There are
no performance level criteria for these
products – but the standard is for mail to be
delivered on the first working day after
receipt by Royal Mail.

Paul O’Keefe, Director of Quality and
Customer, Royal Mail said: “We are delighted
to have exceeded both our First Class and

Second Class Quality of Service regulatory
targets for the first quarter of the financial
year. Royal Mail has one of the highest
Quality of Service specifications of any major
European country and our postmen and
women work extremely hard to deliver high
standards of service to all our customers
across the UK.”

BREAKING NEWS
Royal Mail issues Special Stamps to celebrate
England Men’s 2019 and Women’s 2017 ICC
Cricket World Cup wins. The eight special
stamps are presented in two Miniature
Sheets and are on general sale at Post
Offices from 26 September.



NEWS

Are Emojis an effective tool
for marketers?

THE REGULATORY POWERS CAUTION CARE WHEN ADDRESSING YOUR

AUDIENCE IN CASE A ‘MISPLACED PEACH OR AUBERGINE’ FALLS FOUL

OF THE RULES

Emoji is without doubt
now established as the
world’s first truly
universal form of
communication.

When emojis were
created back in1999,

their purpose was to
facilitate clear electronic

communication.

Since then they have appeared everywhere –
frommovies, to clothing, home furnishings
and ornaments. It seems there is no limits to
the popularity of these little icons! There is
even a ‘World Emoji Day’ and its fifth
anniversary was celebrated on 17 July this year.

The marketing sector has certainly embraced
the use of emojis in communications. So
much so, that the Committees of Advertising
Practice (CAP), part of the Advertising
Standards Authority (ASA) have now issued
advice on use of emojis in advertising.

CAP recognises that emojis can be a
powerful tool to make content relatable,

friendlier and relevant to audiences,
particularly when it comes to social media.

• Althoughmarketers should always be
mindful of their audience, it would seem
that the ASA’s current view is that emojis, in
and of themselves, do not automatically
have particular appeal to specific audiences

• The ASA considers emojis are likely to
have appeal across all age groups,
including under18s – and their use does
not necessarily reflect or have a direct
association to youth culture.

KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE
As ever, this is the marketer’s golden rule. A
younger audiencemight appreciate an ‘edgy’
emoji, while others might be more
comfortable with more commonly used
emojis.

It is also worth being aware of the various
alternative meanings for emojis. As CAP says,
“there are some contexts in which a
misplaced peach or aubergine could
potentially risk falling foul of the ad rules.”
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NEWS

DMA rebrands to the Data
and Marketing Association

LONG-STANDING TRADE ASSOCIATION ADAPTS TO THE RISE OF DATA

USE IN MARKETING BY ADOPTING A REVISED NAME AND BRANDING

The Direct Marketing Association has
rebranded to become the ‘Data and
Marketing Association’ but retains its three
letter acronym as DMA. The inclusion of
‘data’ is designed to reflect the changing
nature of marketing and appeal to its
broader membership base.

The DMA currently represents more than
1,000 member organisations spanning
brands, agencies, and marketing services
companies, all of which are increasingly
using data.

• The rebrand is part of the DMA’s on-going
mission to be the most customer-focused
business community and the leading
voice for intelligent marketing

• The organisation will integrate DMA
Learning, powered by the Institute of
Data & Marketing (IDM) and DMA Talent
into its proposition.

Changes include the new name, as well as a
refreshed logo – as the trade body seeks to
be the “leading voice of intelligent

marketing”. Rachel Aldighieri, DMA’s
managing director toldMarketing Week:
“We’re creating an organisation that’s fit for
the future. It’s a name that’s going to carry us
on into the future of data.”

ONEPOST are long-termmembers and
supporters of the DMA, which is now firmly
established as the largest marketing trade
association in Europe. There are many
benefits of membership, including: expert
thought leadership and insight; compliance
and legal support; events and networking.
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Are marketers struggling
with the volume of
customer data available?
THE SHEER AMOUNT OF DATA AVAILABLE TO MARKETERS IS

THREATENING TO AFFECT THE DEVELOPMENT OF LONG-TERM

PLANNING

The amount of data now available to
marketing professionals is unprecedented.

This deluge of customer information has, in
turn, created challenges for marketers trying
to recognise and implement business
opportunities.

This is a headline finding of a recent report
issued from research company Censuswide
and Domo. The research polled 681 senior
marketers around the world on their
opinions, routines and plans for the future.

• The vast majority (83%) of senior
marketers are struggling to adapt to the
volume of data, while 80% of these
marketers feel the industry as a whole
focuses on too many performance
metrics.

• It also revealed that analytics, from a vast
number of sources, are driving ‘data
blindness’ as marketers lose sight of
important KPIs – 78% of respondents
admit to chasing short-term results over
long-term strategy.

• 26% say a focus on short-term analytics,

rather than a long-term result, is one of
the biggest challenges in the sector.

As expected, marketers see the use of data as
a driving force, with a fifth of respondents
believing that the biggest benefit of
increased data is the ability to make key
marketing decisions faster – and in real time.
In addition, a quarter of respondents say it
enables them to build better-informed
strategies.

“Despite having more data about the
customer journey than ever before,
marketing leaders have more pressure from
the business and more challenges in keeping
up,” said Josh James, founder and CEO, Domo.

DATA



New ‘Code of Fundraising
Practice’ published

THE FUNDRAISING REGULATOR IS INTRODUCING A NEW CODE TO

COMBINE ALL THE STANDARDS IN A SINGLE PUBLICATION – AND ONE

THAT HAS BEEN GIVEN THE PLAIN ENGLISH CAMPAIGN’S APPROVAL

In early June the Fundraising Regulator
published the new improved ‘Code of
Fundraising Practice’.

It’s been a while coming, as the consultation
period started in September last year.

For ease of navigation, the new Code is
divided into three sections:

• Standards which apply to all fundraising

• Standardswhich apply toWorkingwith
Others

• Standards which apply to Specific
Fundraising Methods.

The final version of the new Code will come
into effect from October this year. The
implementation date was pushed back a
month from September after representative
organisations including the Institute of
Fundraising and NCVO asked for the sector
to be given more time to adjust.

The changes include:

• Adding the rulebooks and legal
appendices to the Code, so that all
standards can be found in one place

• Being clear about the differences in law in
England and Wales, Northern Ireland and
Scotland

• Transparent, jargon-free language – the
Plain English Campaign gave the Code a
Crystal Mark standard.

Priya Warner, head of policy at the
Fundraising Regulator, said: “[Fundraisers]
said that for those who are new to
fundraising or work in smaller charities, the
code, rulebooks and legal appendices could
be bewildering.” She added that new version
of the code was “now easier to navigate and
simpler to understand.”

Whilst recognising the new code is written
and presented in an easier to use style,
Warner also emphasises: “The fundamentals
– the way you should behave when
fundraising and what you must do – haven’t
changed.”

SECTOR FOCUS: CHARITY
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UK consumers do
significantly more
shopping online
OUTPURCHASING THOSE IN THE REST OF EUROPE, AUSTRALIA AND THE

USA – UK SHOPPERS ARE LEADING THE WAY WITH A THIRD FREQUENTLY

USING A SMARTPHONE AND ONE IN TEN A SMARTWATCH

A global study recently conducted by
Episerver, surveyed more than 4,500
shoppers, revealed that at the heart of this
trend are new technologies, with UK
consumers now shopping on a variety of
devices.

• 34% of Brits frequently use a smartphone
to make purchases

• While 12% shop via a home assistant and
11% shop via their smartwatches

• This means that the UK consumer makes
more purchases via a mobile device than
any other country surveyed

• 38% buy online at least once a week, more
than any other region surveyed. In the US
it is 26%, Benelux 22%, Australia 21% with
both Germany and Sweden at 20%

The report shows yet more evidence that
Amazon reign supreme by offering a wide

variety of products and price options as well
as delivery. Their prominence in the retail
sector is best illustrated by the fact that 87%
of online shoppers compare what they find
on a brand or retailer’s site to Amazon.

The retail sector as a whole should take note
that the report also reveals that incorrect or
incomplete content on a brand’s website
and/or mobile app has stopped 97% of online
shoppers from completing a purchase.

Commenting on these findings, Joey Moore,
Head of Evangelism, EMEA & APAC at
Episerver said:

“With so many consumers shopping online,
it’s vital that UK commerce brands ensure
that they have a strong web and mobile
presence that reflects changing consumer
expectations. At the same time, with more
and more customers shopping via new
technologies, such as smartwatches, it’s also
vital that brands ensure they have web
content that is responsive and can be
displayed correctly on any platform, channel
or device.”

SECTOR FOCUS: MAIL ORDER
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NEWS

Christmas comes early
with new incentive
schemes!
ADDED INCENTIVES FROM ROYAL MAIL GIVE ORGANISATIONS THE

OPPORTUNITY TO COMMUNICATE END-OF-YEAR MESSAGES TO THEIR

CUSTOMERS FOR AS LITTLE AS 12P AN ITEM

ONEPOST are always very pleased to bring
you news on schemes to save you money on
your postage bills! We are currently
promoting two such schemes recently
launched by Royal Mail.

ROYAL MAIL BLACK FRIDAY AND
CHRISTMAS INCENTIVE
This incentive has been created to
encourage all of you to get additional new
mailings out during these two important
shopping periods.

Using the incentive, customers can
effectively communicate with their target
audience by sending incremental Advertising
Mail, Responsible Mail and Partially Addresses
Mail volume for as little as 12p per item.

Incentive Requirements:
• For Mailmark Advertising Mail and Partially
Addressed Letters and Large Letters up to
250g

• No postcards (Singe piece mailers are
allowed)

• Trays only. Letters must be submitted in
trays to ensure sorting is quick and easy

• Post at least 50,000 incremental items to
qualify for this incentive

• Discounts are paid as postage credits that
will be valid for 12 months

Black Friday Incentive Timings
• Application Deadline: 15 November

• Valid mailing dates: 11 to 30 November

Christmas Incentive Timings
• Application Deadline: 13 December

• Valid mailing dates: 11 to 27 December

The Black Friday period is now established as
one of themost opportune times of the year
for retailers to boost their sales. This year Black
Friday falls on Friday 29 November followed by
Cyber Monday onMonday 2 December.

And, of course, the Christmas period is a great
time to show your customers they’re
appreciated and to encouragemore business
from them.

If you would like any assistance withmaking
an application for this, or any other Royal Mail
incentives, please do speak to us – we’re here
to help you with your application process!
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NEWS

Exciting times ahead here
at ONEPOST and
The Delivery Group
THE DELIVERY GROUP CEO SETS OUT HIS VISION FOR THE FUTURE AS

THE LEADING LOGICTICS FIRM WITH THE BEST CUSTOMER SERVICE IN

THE MARKET

The Summer Edition of ‘Mail and Express
Review’ (MER) featured an interview with
Steve Stokes, Group CEO of The Delivery
Group (TDG). Steve speaks about the recent
expansion of the business (including the
acquisition of ONEPOST) as well as his vision
for the company.

In the magazine MER asked Steve:

What does the acquisition of ONEPOST
mean to your company?

“It’s a fabulous opportunity, with many
synergies for both businesses. Add to that
the wealth of added services we can supply
to ONEPOST clients and the futuristic IT that
ONEPOST have developed which we can
harness for TDG clients it’s a marriage made
in heaven.

“ONEPOST have some super talented people
and we admired from afar their customer-
focused ethos. This takes us to a billion items
a year, on the road sales force of over 30 and
without a doubt a force to be reckoned with
– we are all very excited.”

What is your
vision for the
company?

“We want to be a
one-stop-shop –
from postcards to
full loads
anywhere in the
world. We want to
be seen as the
leading logistics
firmwith the best
front-end in the
market place, where customers are prioritised
and wework in partnership to provide what
they want. We want the customer experience
to be the best it can be and for clients to stay
with us because of the service they receive –
that’s the best accolade any business could
receive.”

Naturally, ONEPOST are keen to discuss the
increased options that we can now offer you,
so please get in touch to find out more.

Steve Stokes
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The latest in key industry
appointments

CHAIR OF VOLUNTARY SECTOR SUPPORT ORGANISATION STEPS DOWN

– AND NEW CULTURE SECRETARY APPOINTED IN CABINET CHANGES

PETER KELLNER TO STEP DOWN AS
NCVO CHAIR
The National Council for Voluntary
Organisations (NVCO) has announced that it
will begin the search for a new Chair of
Trustees later this year, with current Chair
Peter Kellner’s term coming to an end in
November.

The NCVO board is
proposing that the current
trustee, Anne Heal, should
be appointed on an interim
basis to allow for the
recruitment process. Subject
to approval at NCVO’s
annual general meeting on
18 November, Anne will
chair NCVO for 12months.

Peter Kellner commented:
“It has been a huge privilege to have played a
leading role in such a dynamic, innovative
and professional sector. NCVO’s role is more
vital than ever as the challenges facing civil
society and the communities we serve grow
day by day.”

NICKY MORGAN NAMED AS
CULTURE SECRETARY
Nicky Morgan has replaced Jeremy Wright as
the Culture Secretary under new Prime
Minister Boris Johnson. Morgan, who is MP for
Loughborough, said her appointment to the
Department of Digital, Culture. Media and
Sport was “an enormous privilege” and
described it as a “fabulous role”.

Stephen Woodford, Chief Executive of the
Advertising Association, said: ”We welcome
Nicky Morgan to her new role as secretary of
state for digital, culture media and sport and
look forward to working closely with her and
the team at DCMS to advance the position of
advertising as a jewel in the crown of the UK’s
£100bn creative industries sector.”

Woodford also commented: “Advertising is a
hugely successful engine of our economy.
Every £1 spent on advertising sees a return
of £6 in GDP, totalling over £132bn in 2018.”

PEOPLE

Paul Kellner
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Print and Paper: Establishing
the facts from the myths

EUROPEAN PAPER INDUSTRY LEADS THE WAY IN MAKING PRINT AND

PAPER PACKAGING AT THE FOREFRONT BY USING SUSTAINABLE

MATERIALS, RENEWABLE ENERGY AND HIGH RECYCLING RATES

There are many myths and misconceptions
about paper and its impact on the
environment. Yet the fact remains that the
European paper industry is a world-leader
when it comes to sustainably-sourced raw
materials, renewable energy and recycling
rates.

Two Sides – a not-for-profit global initiative
organisation, promoting the unique
attributes of print and paper packaging –
have recently published their tenth edition of
the popular ‘Myths and Facts’ booklet. Eight
myths are covered and each one is answered
with a series of facts and quotes set out in a
clear and helpful way to educate and inform
readers of the A5 booklet.

The booklet is available from the Two Sides
website: www.twosides.info

Here are some Key Facts dispelling the myths
surrounding the print and paper industry.

Myth: Paper is a wasteful product
The fact is that paper is one of the most
recycled products in the world. 72.3% of
paper is recycled and according to the
European Recycling Council, paper is
recycled on average 3.6 times a year in
Europe.

Myth: Electronic communication is
better for the environment than paper-
based communication
However, electronic communication also has
environmental impacts. The ICT industry
accounts for around 2.5-3% of global
greenhouse gas emissions and the Journal of
Cleaner Production predicts that by 2040
this level could rise to 14%.

Myth: Digital is the preferred means of
communication
This is counteracted by the fact thatmany
consumers value paper based
communication. Often it is themost vulnerable
members of society that depend on traditional
postal transactional mail. Themove to an
online only society risks leaving older people,
the disabled, rural dwellers and those on lower
incomes becoming disconnected.

ENVIRONMENTAL




